
RStLYC Fleet Championship Series Requirements (2018): All Fleets 

Each Fleet Championship Series will consist of all individual races combined from: 

 The Evening Series (only RStLYC boat scores extracted from all Good Neighbour Series 

individual races) 

 The RStLYC Annual Regatta (only RStLYC boat scores). 

 Other series/regattas as optionally requested by the fleet. See: Fleet Requirements. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible for Fleet champion, 2nd or 3rd place, boats must have raced: 

 1/3, rounded up, of the number of races sailed in the Fleet Championship Series; and 

 A minimum of 7 days of on the water racing. 

 

Scoring 

The number of races to count will be 60%, rounded up, of the number of races sailed. 

All Fleets: A boat that did not come to the starting area (DNC) will be scored points for the 
finishing place equal to 2 more than the number of boats that came to the starting area. This 
changes RRS A9. 

RStLYC Club Championship Eligibility  

Any helmsperson, irrespective of his/her placement overall, who is a member in good standing 

of the RStLYC, may sail in the RStLYC Club Championship if he/she has helmed: 

 A minimum of 50% of the number of races sailed in their respective Fleet Championship 

Series; and 

 A minimum of 7 days of on the water racing. 

Interpretations of eligibility will be determined by the sailing committee chairperson only, with 

his/her decision being final and binding. Fleet champions will have a right of first refusal on 

the use of club boats.  

The crew used for the RStLYC Club Championship must be the helmsperson’s regular crew 

members who are members in good standing. Regular Crew Members are defined as those 

crew members that competed on the helmsperson’s boat a minimum of 50% of the number of 

races sailed. Should some crew members be unavailable, then the helmsperson may choose 

regular crew from within the fleet. Bringing in a rock star / guru will not be permitted. 

Helmspersons from within your fleet do not qualify as regular crew. Interpretations of 

eligibility will be determined by the sailing committee chairperson only, with her/his decision 

being final and binding. 


